In situ measurement of the displacement of protein films from the air/water interface by surfactant.
The displacement of spread protein films from the air/water interface by surfactant was followed using Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) and interfacial rheology. The displacement of beta-lactoglobulin and beta-casein by a nonionic surfactant was monitored as a function of both surface pressure and time. In both cases, protein displacement occurred over the same surface pressure range that had been observed previously by atomic force microscopy (AFM). In the case of the beta-lactoglobulin, surfactant domains grew large enough in the protein film to be visible in the BAM images. The shapes of the domains were very similar to those seen previously by AFM in the late stages of displacement. The results from both proteins confirm the results published previously while highlighting some implications for the application of the "orogenic" model of displacement for large protein films. The surface rheological data showed that the beta-lactoglobulin/surfactant mixed film retained much of its elasticity until the latter stages of displacement. This indicates that at least in the early stages of displacement, the mixed film was dominated by the behavior of the protein in the film.